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If you want to transform your photos into professional-grade prints that will impress your friends and
family, PhotoScaler is a free online photo editor that allows you to resize, crop, and remove unwanted

elements from your digital photos before you can even print them. You can then share these with everyone
using an email or a social media account. The software was designed to be the fastest photo editing tool on

the web and that’s no empty promise. Powered by an ultra-fast in-memory JPEG decoder, PhotoScaler
operates faster than any other photo editor online. And while the web-based editor is a breeze to use and
even includes an image preview option for users who may not be very tech savvy, it’s the unique set of
features available on the software’s desktop application that’s what really makes it stand out. Features:
Manipulate your photos with ease. Simply drag and drop your images in and out of the app and use the

controls at the top to resize, crop, and remove unwanted elements. Use the buttons at the bottom to send
your photos to other applications such as Flickr, Instagram, and Dropbox. Work quickly and get great
results. The PhotoScaler app automatically detects the best settings for your camera, while the in-app

preview will show you the look of your photos after editing. You’ll never miss a detail because the
software is lightning fast. Manage photos in the cloud. Use the software’s online tools to share and manage
all your digital photos. You can also backup and restore your collection using the software’s free OneDrive

backup feature, which is included with the software’s free plan. PhotoScaler Tutorials: Getting Started.
PhotoScaler is easy to use and straight-forward. In this tutorial, you’ll learn how to get started with the

software and get to work. Video Tutorials. The software includes plenty of video tutorials that show you
how to do everything. So, before you get started, make sure to check out these tutorials. PhotoScaler for
Mac. You can also download PhotoScaler for Mac and use it to edit your photos. PhotoScaler for iOS. If
you have an iPhone, iPod touch, or iPad, then you can use the PhotoScaler app to edit your photos on the

go. PhotoScaler for Android. You can also download PhotoScaler for Android and use it to edit your
photos on
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PhotoScaler is an application that you could use in order to scale down multiple pictures to a specific size.
It comes with a really intuitive graphical interface with lots of tools at hand. Intuitive user interface with
many options The application doesn't take long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that
you would need to complete in order to use it. PhotoScaler sports a really intuitive graphical interface with
plenty of tools at hand. The first thing that you need to do after launching the application is to add images
from your computer. You can simply drag and drop them inside the interface. Scale your pictures easily
Batch selection is available, which means that you can scale multiple pictures at once without having to
work on individual ones. Specify the percentage that you would like to scale the picture to, choose a
specific size in pixels, adjust the width and the height. You can also pick from multiple scale modes like
bicubic, bilianear, high-speed, balanced and more. In addition, you can pick multiple colors for filters,
choose from brighter, sepia, negative, blue, green and many more. More features and tools There's the
option to rotate or flip pictures easily, you can flip them horizontally or vertically. You can also pick the
angle in which you would like to rotate images. Logs can be saved inside the application. Once you've
adjusted these settings, you can start scaling your images. The application doesn't take long to do so,
regardless of the number of images that you're scaling. All in all, PhotoScaler is a neat and compact
application that you could use in order to scale multiple pictures and adjust some settings. Google Play
reviews now use Google+ so it's easier to see opinions from people you care about. New reviews will be
publicly linked to your Google+ profile. Your name on previous reviews now appears as "A Google User".
Google Play reviews now use Google+ so it's easier to see opinions from people you care about. New
reviews will be publicly linked to your Google+ profile. Your name on previous reviews now appears as "A
Google User". Write a review My review Review from Reviews A must have If you use a lot of pictures in
your day-to-day life, you must have a reliable software to scale them to smaller sizes. Photoshot,
PhotoScaler, and other photo-editing apps do exactly that

What's New In PhotoScaler?

The Internet is filled with all sort of applications that you could use in order to edit and manage pictures
that you've stored on your computer. PhotoScaler is a simple and lightweight application that you could use
in order to scale down multiple pictures to a specific size. It comes with a really intuitive graphical
interface with lots of tools at hand. Intuitive user interface with many options The application doesn't take
long to install and it doesn't come with a complicated setup that you would need to complete in order to use
it. PhotoScaler sports a really intuitive graphical interface with plenty of tools at hand. The first thing that
you need to do after launching the application is to add images from your computer. You can simply drag
and drop them inside the interface. Scale your pictures easily Batch selection is available, which means
that you can scale multiple pictures at once without having to work on individual ones. Specify the
percentage that you would like to scale the picture to, choose a specific size in pixels, adjust the width and
the height. You can also pick from multiple scale modes like bicubic, bilianear, high-speed, balanced and
more. In addition, you can pick multiple colors for filters, choose from brighter, sepia, negative, blue,
green and many more. More features and tools There's the option to rotate or flip pictures easily, you can
flip them horizontally or vertically. You can also pick the angle in which you would like to rotate images.
Logs can be saved inside the application. Once you've adjusted these settings, you can start scaling your
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images. The application doesn't take long to do so, regardless of the number of images that you're scaling.
All in all, PhotoScaler is a neat and compact application that you could use in order to scale multiple
pictures and adjust some settings. Here we go with a list of the top ten must-have apps for Windows
Mobile phones. These apps will be essential for your phone to function at its best. They range from free to
expensive and cover a wide variety of categories including games, utilities, productivity, social networking,
entertainment, camera apps and more. Some of the best free Android apps of 2015. We’ve assembled a list
of the best free Android apps of 2015, including many of the most popular and useful apps of the year. 1.
Dark Sky One of the best free Android apps of 2015, Dark Sky is the only weather app that actually knows
when to come through. Instead of just telling you what the weather is like, Dark Sky tells you what’s going
to happen tomorrow, today and right now. 2. Reddit This is one of the best free Android apps of 2015, and
we
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System Requirements For PhotoScaler:

System Requirements for Xbox One: OS: Windows 7 or later. Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core i5, 2.4 GHz
Intel Core i7, or equivalent. Memory: 6 GB RAM. Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or AMD
Radeon HD 7870 with 2 GB VRAM. DirectX: Version 11. Network: Broadband Internet connection.
Storage: 50 GB available space. Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound Card with a minimum
hardware sample rate of 48 kHz.
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